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a b s t r a c t
Hypothesis: Reports on the colloidal and interfacial properties of fluorocarbon (FC) surfactants used in
fire-fighting foam formulations are rare. This is primarily because these formulations are complex mixtures of different hydrocarbon (HC) and fluorocarbon (FC) surfactants. By developing a greater understanding of the individual properties of these commercial FC surfactants, links can be made between
structure and respective surface/ bulk behaviour. Improved understanding of structure property relationships of FC surfactants will therefore facilitate the design of more environmentally responsible surfactant
replacements.
Experiments: Surface properties of three partially fluorinated technical grade surfactants were determined using tensiometry and neutron reflection (NR), and compared with a research-grade reference surfactant (sodium perfluorooctanoate (NaPFO)). To investigate the bulk behaviour and self-assembly in
solution, small-angle neutron (SANS) scattering was used.
Findings: All FC surfactants in this study generate very low surface tensions (< 20 mN m1) which are
comparable, and in some cases, lower than fully-fluorinated surfactant analogues. The complementary
techniques (tensiometry and NR) allowed direct comparison to be made with NaPFO in terms of adsorption parameters such as surface excess and area per molecule. Surface tension data for these technical
grade FC surfactants were not amenable to reliable interpretation using the Gibbs adsorption equation,
however NR provided reliable results. SANS has highlighted how changes in surfactant head group structure can affect bulk properties. This work therefore provides fresh insight into the structure property relationships of some industrially relevant FC surfactants, highlighting properties which are essential for
development of more environmentally friendly replacements.
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1. Introduction
Hydrocarbon fuel fires pose a serious threat and as such require
a rapid response. Hence, effective and efficient fire-extinguishing
agents are needed to prevent re-ignition of these fires. Historically,
water has long been used for suppressing fires, however it is ineffective for oily liquid fuel fires [1]. Early advances (1920s–1950s) in
fire-fighting found that incorporation of proteinacious materials,
such as hydrolysed hoof and horn meal, as well as other natural
products, namely saponine or liquorice were beneficial [1,2]. The
1960s saw progress mainly in the use of synthetic surfactant formulations, which lead to the development of what are now known
as aqueous film forming foams (AFFFs). AFFFs were and still are the
most effective formulations for extinguishing fires involving flammable liquid fuels [3]. As with most commercial formulations,
AFFFs comprise complex mixtures, incorporating major components such as a solvent (typically a glycol ether), fluorocarbon
(FC) (perfluorinated anionic and partially fluorinated amphoteric)
surfactants, and hydrocarbon-based surfactants. Table S1 in supporting information shows the composition of a typical AFFF
formulation.
Fluorocarbon (FC) surfactants are distinctly different from
hydrocarbon (HC) surfactants in various respects. Although the
polar headgroups of HC and FC surfactants may be similar,
non-polar FC tails have both hydrophobic and oleophobic
(oil-repelling) properties, compared to HC surfactants which are
considered to be only hydrophobic [4]. Hence, FC surfactants
exhibit both hydrophobic and oleophobic characteristics, which
in fire-fighting applications, account for their effectivness. In addition to this, FC surfactants generally display greater surface activity
compared to HC analogues. Fluorine has a lower polarisability than
hydrogen; therefore, the total dispersion interaction is lower for
the interaction between fluorinated chains. Hence, FC surfactants
are expected to have weaker attractive intermolecular forces than
similar HC surfactants. In comparison to those of analogous HC, FC
surfactants have larger volume of perfluoroalkyl moieties and
larger limiting cross-sectional area [4,5]. As a result, FC surfactants
show an enhanced tendency to self-assemble, and collect at the
air-water interface to reduce the surface energy. For this reason,
incorporation of FC surfactants into AFFFs leads to an increase in
spreading coefficient over a hydrocarbon fuel surface, therefore
more efficient extinguishment. More information can be found in
the following references [6–8].
Although FC surfactants have many useful interfacial properties,
and appear in a diverse range of applications, it has been known for
many years that they are not environmentally friendly [9–11]. For
example, It has been identified that FC with C8 - C15 chain lengths
are hazardous pollutants [12]. These molecules eventually break
down to form PFOS (perfluorooctanesulphonate) and PFOA (perfluorooctanoic acid), which are recognised as having negative impacts
on the environment and human health due to pronounced persistence, variable degrees of bioaccumulation potential and toxicity
[3,12]. Although new FC surfactants have been designed which
are not bioaccumulative or toxic [13], the strength of the C-F bond
hinders biodegradability.
The current understanding underpinning the use of AFFFs for
fire-fighting applications is primitive and largely empirically
based. As a result of this, few attempts have been made to model
or investigate the behaviour of fire-fighting foam formulations
from chemical perspectives [14–16]. Therefore, it is important to
develop a more fundamental understanding of how the surfactants
adsorb and self-assemble, both individually and as mixed systems
in mimics of the real formulations (F/F mixtures and F/H mixtures).
This study is based on understanding the important structureproperty relationships for individual FC surfactants used in typical
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fire-fighting foam applications. Studies with techniques such as
force tensiometry, neutron reflection (NR) and small-angle neutron
scattering (SANS) have allowed the determination of the important
properties of typical AFFF FC surfactants from a chemical perspective. As well, this work demonstrates how changing the head group
on a FC surfactant (anionic, non-ionic and zwitterionic) feeds
through to marked changes to the interfacial properties.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
All fluorinated surfactants, apart from sodium perfluorooctanoate (NaPFO), used in this study were provided by commercial
suppliers (see below). DynaxTM DX1030 is a C6 anionic fluorosurfactant (IUPAC Name: 2-methyl-2-(3-((1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoro-1-oct
yl) thio) propanamido) propane-1-sulfonate), DynaxTM DX2200 is
a C8 non-ionic fluorosurfactant and CapstoneTM 1157 is a C6 zwitterionic fluorosurfactant (IUPAC Name: N-(carboxymethyl)-N,
N-dimethyl-3-(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoro-1-octanesulfonamido)
propan-1-aminium) DynaxTM is a trademark of Dynax Corporation
and CapstoneTM is a trademark or The Chemours Company. Technical grade surfactants were provided as liquid formulations, acetone
was added as a non-solvent to induce precipitation of the solid surfactants for purification. Characterisation and chemical analysis
were used to access purity of the precipitated FC surfactants (supporting information), showing the chemical compositions and
spectral properties to be consistent with expected molecular structures. NaPFO (CAS 335-95-5) was prepared and purified by the following method. Perfluorooctananoic acid (CAS 335-67-1) of stated
purity P99 % was obtained from Fluorochem, coverted into the
appropriate metal salt by reaction with the stoichiometric amount
of sodium hydroxide, and purified by recrystallisation from a mixture of ethanol and propanol (1:1, vol:vol). Further purification
included Soxhlet extraction, with ethyl acetate as solvent, to
remove residual inorganic material, and foam fractionation to
remove hydrophobic impurities (following method in Ref. [17]).
Pyrene (Acros, puriss P99 %), deuterium oxide (Aldrich, 99.9 %)
were used as received.
2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Surface tension measurements
Surface tension measurements were carried out on a Krüss
K100 force tensiometer using the Wilhemy plate method at
25 °C. Glassware was washed thoroughly with a dilute Decon solution and then with wash cycles of methanol and ultra pure water
(Millipore, 18.2 MX cm). The cleaning cycles were repeated until
the surface tension of water was returned as 72  0.2 mN m1.
Stock surfactant solutions were prepared and aliquots were
added to deionised water to give desired concentrations. Each
concentration measurement was repeated over a period of up to
30 min to ensure equilibration. Attempts were made to model
the data using the Gibbs adsorption isotherm, which relates the
surface excess (inversely proportional to the area per molecule)
to changes in the surface tension with concentration:

C¼
Acmc ¼

1
dc
mRT dlnC
1

Ccmc NA

ð1Þ
ð2Þ

where C is the surface excess, Ccmc is the surface excess at the critical micelle concentration (CMC), Acmc is the area per molecule at
the CMC, R is the gas constant, T is temperature, c is surface tension,
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C is concentration and NA is the Avogadro number. The prefactor m
is dependent on the surfactant type and structure, as well as the
presence of extra electrolyte in the aqueous phase [18]. For nonionic and zwitterionic surfactants, a value of 1 for the pre-factor
has been confirmed [19,20], and for 1:1 ionic surfactants, in the
absence of extra electrolyte, m = 2 has been confirmed [18].
Recently, it has been shown that traces of multivalent ionic impurities can lead to changes in this prefactor, therefore leading to problems employing the Gibbs adsorption isotherm [21]. In this study, a
prefactor of 1 has been used for the non-ionic and zwitterionic surfactants, and a prefactor of 2 has been used for the anionic surfactants, following literature [18–20].
2.2.2. Fluorescence
Fluorescence measurements were carried out as described in
Ref. [22] in quartz cuvettes at 25 °C on a Cary Eclipse (Varian) Fluorescence spectrometer. Pyrene was used as an hydrophobic fluorescent probe for determining CMCs of the studied surfactants. A
fixed concentration of pyrene (1.0  106 M) was added to sample
vials from a known stock prepared in acetone. The acetone was
allowed to evaporate off in air, leaving behind a known mass of
the involatile pyrene, before the aqueous surfactant solutions were
added over the concentration range of interest. Fluorescence emission spectra were collected after excitation at k = 337 nm, with a
slit width of 5 nm for excitation and emission. Each measurement
was repeated three times.
2.2.3. Neutron reflection
Neutron reflection (NR) measurements were conducted using
the INTER beam-line on Target Station 2 at the ISIS facility (Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Didcot, UK) [23]. Measurements were
taken using a single point detector and fixed grazing incidence
angles (0:8 and 2:3 ). The absolute reflectivity was calibrated with
respect to the direct beam and the reflectivity from a clean D2O
surface. The NR experiments were carried out in two contrasts,
pure D2O and air contrast matched water (ACMW; 8 mol% D2O in
H2O with a scattering length density (SLD) of 0). A pipette was used
on each sample to suck off any air bubbles and also to remove the
inital surface layer in case any hydrophobic impurities were present. The data were fit using MOTOFIT, written for IGOR Pro [24].
Only the relevant theory is described here, but for a more indepth account, the reader the referred to the following references
[25,26]. The specular reflection of neutrons is measured as a function of the scattering vector, Q, as given by:

Q¼

4psinh
k

Rbi

qs

¼

IðQÞ ¼ /V P ðqp  qs Þ2 PðQ ÞSðQ Þ

ð5Þ

where /=(N/V) Vp . The first three terms in Eq. (5) are independent
of Q and account for the absolute intensity of scattering. The last
two terms in the equation are Q-dependent functions. P(Q) is the
particle form factor, which describes intra-particle information such
as size and shape. S(Q) is the structure factor, which describes the
scattering due to inter-particle correlations.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Equilibrium surface tensions and Critical Micelle Concentrations
(CMCs)
Important parameters to determine for surfactants are how
effective they are at reducing aqueous surface tension and critical
micelle concentration (CMC). In fire-fighting applications, properties such as foamability, foam stability and spreading are linked
to surface tension reductions. For example, it is often believed that
employing surfactants at their CMCs gives the best foam performance [27].
Results from characterisation of the pure research-grade surfactant, sodium perfluorooctanoate (NaPFO) were compared to literature data [28,29].

ð3Þ

where k is neutron wavelength, and h is the angle of half the reflection. The experimental reflectivity is related to the square of the
Fourier transform of the SLD, qðzÞ, normal to the surface. For
neutrons, qðzÞ ¼ Ri ni ðzÞ  bi , where ni and bi are the number density
and scattering length of the ith component and z is the direction
perpendicular to the surface [26]. For surfactant films of this kind,
the measured reflectivity curve can be modeled in terms of a single,
uniform layer to fit for thickness, s, and a scattering length density,
q [25]. These values are related to the surface coverage, C, and area
per molecule, A, in the following way:

A¼

2.2.4. Small-angle neutron scattering
SANS measurements were performed on SANS 2D at the ISIS
facility (Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Didcot, UK) and D33 at
the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL, Grenoble, France). On SANS 2D, a
simultaneous Q-range of 0.004–0.6 Å1 was achieved with a neutron wavelength range of 1.75 < k < 15.5 Å and a source-sampledetector distance L1 = L2 = 4 m. The D33 instrument used
neutrons with a wavelength of k = 6 Å and two sample-detector
positions (2 and 7.5 m) providing an accessible Q range of 0.005–
0.2 Å1. All samples were made in D2O, using 2 mm path length
rectangular quartz cells at a temperature of 25 °C. Raw SANS data
were reduced by subtracting the scattering of the empty cell and
the D2O background and normalised to an appropriate standard
using the instrument-specific software. SANS data were fit using
the analysis package SasView.
In a SANS experiment, the intensity (I) of scattered neutrons is
measured as a function of momentum transfer (Q), see Eq. (3). For
monodispersed homogeneous scatterers of volume V p , number
density N p and coherent scattering length density qp , dispersed
in a solvent of scattering length density qs , the normalised SANS
intensity I(Q) (cm1) is:

1

CN A

ð4Þ

where Rbi is the sum of neutron scattering lengths of nuclei over
the surfactant molecule, C is the surface coverage and NA is the
Avogadro number.

3.1.1. Properties of NaPFO
An equilibrium c vs. ln (concentration) plot NaPFO is shown in
Fig. 2 having a clear break point at the CMC, with no minimum or
shoulder, which would be indicative of hydrophobic impurities.
The CMC was determined by taking the second derivative of the
c vs. ln(concentration) plots, and then applying a Gaussian distribution function, where the minimum was taken to be the value
of the CMC. This method is described in supporting information
[30]. Quartic functions were then fit through the pre-CMC surface
tension data, to generate local tangents, then the Gibbs adsorption
isotherm was used to estimate the surface excess (Ccmc ) and the
area per molecule (Acmc ) at the CMC using Eq. (1), data shown in
Table 1.
Similar results for NaPFO have been reported [28,29] for both
Ccmc and Acmc and are comparable to the results achieved here. This
shows that the standard tensiometric method used here is amenable for analysis of pure research-grade fluorocarbon surfactants
of this kind.
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Fig. 1. Surfactants Used In This Work.

Fig. 2. Above: Surface Tension vs. ln(Concentration) for NaPFO, inset shows the
adsorption isotherm of NaPFO. Below: Surface Tension vs. ln(Concentration) for
three technical grade Surfactants. T = 25 C. Line fitted to pre-CMC data is a quartic
function.

3.1.2. Technical grade surfactants
Equilibrium c vs. ln(concentration) plots for the three firefighting surfactants are shown in Fig. 2. DynaxTM DX2200 (nonionic) and CapstoneTM 1157 (zwitterionic) show clear break points

at their respective CMCs, therefore relatively accurate CMC values
can be determined. On the other hand, DynaxTM DX1030 (anionic)
shows a minimum in the curve, followed by an increase in surface
tension, which is indicative of hydrophobic impurities, as first
recognised by Mysels et al. [31,32]. CMCs were determined using
the same method as previously mentioned, this is also true for calculation of both the surface excess (Ccmc ) and the area per molecule
(Acmc ), data shown in Table S8 in the supporting information.
Although it has been possible to attain CMCs, fluorescence probe
measurements have been used to provide additional CMC values,
matching well with the surface tension results (Table S9, supporting information).
Due to the nature of the surfactants, and the irregular forms of
these surface tension isotherms (Fig. S5), it is clear that problems
will arise when attempting to use the Gibbs adsorption isotherm
as described above. This is reflected in the erratic and sometimes
unphysical data shown in Table S8 (supporting information), and
obtained results should therefore be considered with caution. Taking the surface tension curve of DynaxTM DX1030 as an example, it
can be seen that the line fitted through the data is straight, suggesting from the Gibbs adsorption isotherm that C is essentially
constant. However, this clearly cannot be the case, as the surface
tension is reducing. It might be expected that NaPFO and anionic
DynaxTM DX1030 should achieve similar values for both surface
excess and Acmc due to their similar tail structures and head groups,
however, this is also not seen in the results. DynaxTM DX1030 was
found to have Acmc two times larger and a surface excess lower
than SPFO, suggesting that use of the Gibbs adsoprtion isotherm
for these technical grade surfactants should be treated with caution. In addition, anionic DynaxTM DX1030 and zwitterionic CapstoneTM 1157 are similar in both molecular size and level of
fluorination (see Fig. 1), therefore similar values for Acmc and Ccmc
would be expected. The anionic charge on DynaxTM DX1030 would
be expected to cause an increase in Acmc , and thus a decrease in
Ccmc due to head group repulsion, however the difference observed
between CapstoneTM 1157 and DynaxTM DX1030 does not fit in with
this. DynaxTM DX2200 is non-ionic with repeating acrylamide units:
a similar molecule was studied by Dupont et al. [33]. Their work
was carried out with a tris(hydroxymethyl) acrylamidomethane
(THAM)-derived telomer bearing a perfluorohexyl hydrophobic
chain. In that case, Ccmc = 2.68  106 mol m2 and a Acmc of 62
 2 Å2, was observed.

Table 1
Results from surface tension measurements of NaPFO from this study compared to literature [28,29].
Surfactant

cCMC /(mN m1)

CMC/(mM)

Ccmc /(106 mol m2)

Acmc /(Å2)

NaPFO (This Study)
NaPFO (Literature)

22.6 0:1
24.6

25.00 0:05
30.0

4.07  0:20
4.0

40  2
42
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Therefore, it seems that using tensiometric techniques and
analysis with the Gibbs adsorption isotherm is not appropriate
for accurate detail on the interfacial properties of these technical
grade FC surfactants, resulting in unphysical values for both Acmc
and Ccmc . As a way to circumvent this issue and to determine these
important parameters of interest, Neutron Reflection has been
employed.
3.2. Neutron reflection
Using NR with a fluorocarbon (FC) chain surfactants on air contrast match water (ACMW, i.e. qACMW = 0 Å2), the surface coverages can be determined directly from analyses of the reflectivity
profiles RðQ Þ [33,34]. Data were modelled in terms of a single uniform layer to fit for monolayer thicknesses, s, and scattering length
densities q. Molecular areas and surface excesses were then calculated using the modelled parameters via Eq. (4). The reflectivity
curves can be found in the supporting information.

observed for fitted layer thickness (s), 26.5  1:0 Å and 23.0  0:5
Å respectively. Although they are similar in size, differences are
observed when considering both Acmc and Ccmc , because DynaxTM
DX1030 is anionic and CapstoneTM 1157 zwitterionic. DynaxTM
DX1030 has a larger area per molecule and thus lower surface
excess to CapstoneTM 1157, due to charge repulsion between head
groups [36]. Comparing ST and NR for CapstoneTM 1157, there are
similarities between the values for both Ccmc and Acmc : Ccmc =
5.80  0:1  106 mol m2 (ST) and 5.22  0:10  106 mol m2
(NR), Acmc = 28  1 Å2 (ST) and 31  1 Å2 (NR). CapstoneTM 1157
was found to the most amenable to tensiometric measurements
and analysis, see supporting information. Another important comparison to make is between the cross-sectional area of a single
fluorocarbon chain, which is approximately 28 Å2 [37–39]. Well
packed fluorocarbon surfactant monolayers generate a low limiting value of ccmc of 15 mN m1 [5]. This value represents the
physical limit at which these surfactant molecules can pack at an

3.2.1. NaPFO
As for tensiometry, NaPFO was initially characterised to validate
the method and ensuing analyses. The parameters from analysis of
the NaPFO R(Q) data can be found in Table 2 and the C vs. concentration plot calculated using Eq. (4) can be seen Fig. S9 in the supporting information. Here, similar results have been reported when
comparing to fitted parameters found in the literature [28,29,35].
Comparisons can also be made between NR and surface tension
data in terms of both Ccmc and Acmc . A high degree of agreement
should be noted between these two complementary techniques:

Ccmc = 4.07  0:20  106 mol m2 (ST) and 4.05  0:10  106

mol m2 (NR), Acmc = 40  2 Å2 (ST) and 41  2 Å2 (NR). These
results therefore show how using both standard tensiometric
methods in conjunction with NR can provide directly comparable
results, and are amenable for analysis of research-grade FC
surfactants.
3.2.2. Technical grade surfactants
It was previously shown that using common tensiometric techniques did not allow accurate analysis of parameters such as Ccmc
and Acmc for the technical grade FC surfactants. Therefore, the basis
of this section is to determine whether these important surfactant
parameters can be obtained using NR. All surfactants studied in
this section have been subject to the same analysis as previously
in Section 3.2.1. Example NR curves are shown in Fig. 3 (see supporting information for more data), Table 2 lists fitted values from
analyses. The full set of parameters used to fit these data can be
found in the supporting information. Comparing the results for
the technical grade surfactants with the NaPFO, it can be seen that,
as might be expected owing to the similarities in chemical structure (Fig. 1), DynaxTM DX1030 and NaPFO have similar values for
both Acmc and Ccmc . Different thicknesses are expected due to
DynaxTM DX1030 having the additional CH2 groups. DynaxTM
DX1030 and CapstoneTM 1157 have a very similar overall molecular
size and tail structure, therefore as expected comparable values are

Fig. 3. Above: Capstone TM 1157 neutron reflection profiles to show difference in
reflection intensity. Fitted functions shown as lines. Below: Surface excesses
obtained by analyses of neutron reflection data. Lines are a guide to the eye. Critical
micelle concentrations have been taken as 0.23 mM, 1.37 mM and 0.02 mM for
Capstone TM 1157, Dynax TM 1030 and Dynax TM DX2200 respectively. T = 25 C.

Table 2
Parameters from analysis of Neutron Reflection Data. q is the fitted scattering length density, s the fitted monolayer thickness. Ccmc is the surface excess concentration at the CMC
and Acmc is the area per molecule at the CMC (Eq. (4)). Additional model parameters can be found in Supporting information Table S10.
Surfactant

q/(106 Å2)

s/ (Å)

Ccmc /(106 mol m2)

Acmc /(Å2)

NaPFO (This Study)
NaPFO (Literature)
DynaxTM DX1030
DynaxTM DX2200
CapstoneTM 1157

2.50
1.80
1.35
2.55
2.00

15.0  0:5
18.0  0:5
26.5  1:0
25.0  2:0
23.0  0:5

4.05  0:10
4.00
3.95  0:20
2.50  0:10
5.22  0:10

41.0  2:0
42
42.5  2:0
65.0  0:5
31.0  1:0
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air-water interface, therefore leading to the lowest achievable
value of ccmc . With this in mind, it is interesting to observe the easy
to follow trend between Acmc and limiting value of ccmc between the
technical surfactants in this study. The molecule with the largest
Acmc (DynaxTM DX2200) has a ccmc of  20 mN m1 (Table S8, supporting information). CapstoneTM 1157 has the lowest Acmc of the
three technical surfactants (comparable to that of a single fluorocarbon chain), explaining the low observed ccmc of  16 mN m1
(Table S8, supporting information).
Due to its larger relative size compared to the two other surfactants, it is expected that DynaxTM DX2200 will have a smaller surface excess and a larger area per molecule, as reflected in the
findings. As previously mentioned, properties of a non-ionic surfactant of similar structure to DynaxTM DX2200 have been reported in
the literature [33]. Parameters derived from analysis of NR data
provided comparable results for both Ccmc and Acmc ;

Ccmc = 2.50  0:10 mol  106 m2 and 65.0  0:5 Å2 (Dynax
DX2200), Ccmc = 2.46  106 mol m2 and 67 Å2 (THAM)-derived
telomer).
Neutron reflectivity provides significant information on how
these fire-fighting surfactants adsorb and pack at the air-water
interface. Although this study has reported results on these FC surfactants as single surfactant systems, it provides a means for fur-
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ther investigations into more complex mixed systems, involving
F Carbon/ F-Carbon and F-Carbon/ H-Carbon mixtures, as found
in some commercial formulations. Overall, it has been shown that
NR can be used to achieve consistent and reliable results for studying both research-grade and technical-grade FC surfactants. For the
pure NaPFO, the data from both NR and tensiometric techniques
were directly comparable to literature data. In addition to this,
the three technical grade FC surfactants followed expected trends
in terms of s; Ccmc and Acmc , unlike the unexpected and erratic
trends found using tensiometry.
3.3. Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS)
SANS has been employed to investigate self-assembly of the FCsurfactants over multiple concentrations above their respective
CMCs (Table S8 in supporting information) at 25 C in D2O. The
scattering profiles for all three surfactants are shown in Fig. 4.
The anionic surfactant, DynaxTM DX1030 (4a), and the non-ionic
surfactant, DynaxTM DX2200 (4b), are well described by a form factor for oblate spheroids. Parameters for the oblate spheroid form
factor are: equatorial radius (Req /Å), polar radius (Rpol / Å), aspect
ratio (X ¼ Req =Rpol ) and charge (Z) for the anionic surfactant. The
zwitterionic surfactant, Capstone 1157, displays scattering to

Fig. 4. Small-angle neutron scattering profiles of the three surfactants and fitted functions shown as lines. Critical micelle concentrations have been taken as 0.23 mM, 1.37
mM and 0.02 mM for Capstone TM 1157, Dynax TM 1030 and Dynax TM DX2200 respectively. T = 25 C.
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Table 3
Parameters obtained by fitting SANS data to structural models. The fitted background for all samples was 0.04. Req is the equatorial radius of an ellipsoid, Rpol is the polar radius of
the ellipsoid, aspect ratio is defined as X ¼ Req =Rpol , N agg is the aggregation number, Z is effective charge, UFitted is fitted volume fraction and UCalculated is calculated volume fraction
based on sample composition. Critical micelle concentrations have been taken as 1.37 mM and 0.02 mM for Dynax TM 1030 and Dynax TM DX2200 respectively. T = 25 C. Data taken
on SANS2D.
Surfactant

Concentration (x CMC)

Model

Req /(Å) (0:1)

Rpol /(Å) (0:1)

Aspect ratio

N agg

DynaxTM DX1030

5
10
20
30
40

Sphere
Ellipsoid
Ellipsoid
Ellipsoid
Ellipsoid

22.0
29.0
28.5
29.0
30.0

22.0
17.0
16.7
17.0
17.7

1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7

54
97
92
97
108

20
40
60
80

Ellipsoid
Ellipsoid
Ellipsoid
Ellipsoid

61.0
64.0
70.0
63.0

31.0
28.0
22.0
31.0

2.0
2.3
3.2
2.0

212
311
292
333

DynaxTM DX2200

Z ( 1)

UFitted

UCalculated

10
7
7
8

0.003
0.005
0.011
0.021
0.029

0.004
0.008
0.016
0.025
0.033

0.0003
0.0009
0.0014
0.0023

0.0006
0.0012
0.0018
0.0025

Table 4
Parameters obtained by fitting SANS data to a structural model for infinite lamellae. Information regarding models used for fitting can be found in the supporting information.
Critical micelle concentrations has been taken as 0.23 mM. T = 25 C. Data taken on SANS2D.
Surfactant

Concentration ( CMC)

Background

Model

Thickness (Å) (± 1)

CapstoneTM 1157

10
20
30
40

0.07
0.08
0.07
0.07

Lamellar
Lamellar
Lamellar
Lamellar

22
23
26
27

much lower values of Q compared to the two other surfactants and
these SANS curves have been fitted with a lamellar form factor as
infinite sheets of thickness (T/ Å). The micelle dimensions along
with parameters such as background and volume fraction are given
in Table 3 and 4.
At low concentration (5  CMC), DynaxTM DX1030 aggregates
appear to be spherical in shape. Whereas, ellipsoidal aggregates
are observed at 10  CMC and above. The aspect ratio of the
aggregates above 10  CMC remain relatively constant
(X ¼ 1:71  0:01), suggesting that the shape of the micelles is not
changing at these higher concentrations (Table 3). Another observation is that the structure factor S(Q) peak for the anionic surfactant DynaxTM DX1030 which occurs at Q max shifts to higher Q as the
concentration is increased. At low concentrations, the S(Q) peak is
difficult to discern due to weaker interactions. The Q max peak provides a rough guide on the average distance between the micelles.
This shift to higher Q shows that there is a decrease in the average
distance between the micelles with concentration. Similar results
have been observed in studies of both anionic hydrocarbon and fluorocarbon surfactants [40,41].
The zwitterionic betaine, CapstoneTM 1157 has been studied
at four different concentrations above its CMC. The solutions
at these concentrations are quite viscous, reminiscent of viscoelastic systems, suggesting the formation of large and/or
entangled aggregates. Amphoteric betaines are known to exhibit
viscoelastic behaviour in solution, and work by Kumar et al.
[42] showed by SANS/ TEM how a C22-amphoteric betaine
generates worm-like micelles thus resulting in the observed
rheological properties.
In the low-Q region, the scattering scales as I(Q)  Q D , where D
is a characteristic dimensionality of the dispersed colloids and the
gradient of a log-log plot will be -D [43]. In the case of
non-interacting spheres, D should be zero in the low-Q region,
for cylinders, D = 1, and for disks/ lamellar structure D = 2.
Capstone 1157 generates scattering with a clear Q2 dependency,
as shown in Fig. 4c, and therefore can be attributed to large
lamellar structures across the concentration range studied here. Fitting the data to a lamellar model provides information only on the
thickness of the layers. The average fitted thickness over all concen-

trations is 25 Å, this value being roughly commensurate with the
tip-to-toe length of two of the tail groups for this surfactant.
Considering the molecular structure of non-ionic DynaxTM
DX2200, with a fluorinated tail group and repeating acrylamide
unit head group, a complex core-shell model fit was investigated.
The model was set up to account for a fluorinated tail micelle core
(q  3  106 Å2) surrounded by a shell of acrylamide unit headgroups (q  1  106 Å2) contrasted against a D2O continuum

(q  6  106 Å2). Attempts to determine a model fit for the system using this approach provided unphysical values for parameters, suggesting that the internal structure of these micelles
cannot be resolved by SANS in this case. Several reasons may
explain this: (1) Perhaps because there is only effectively a relatively small contrast step across the interface; (2) Blurring of the
contrast step at the headgroup/D2O interface due to hydration by
D2O; (3) H-D exchange of NH2 groups. This loss of interfacial contrast has been noted before in SANS studies of both hydrocarbon
and fluorocarbon hydroxy surfactants [33,44], therefore this is
likely here considering the acrylamide groups bear labile amide
protons. Hence, here SANS has only able to resolve an average contrast for the micellised surfactant against solvent and therefore an
overall global fit has been conducted.
The self-assembled structure adopted by non-ionic DynaxTM
DX2200 at all studied concentrations is best described by prolate
spheroids, or globular micelles, with no observable structure factor
over these concentrations and Q ranges. This has been seen in other
studies of non-ionic fluorinated surfactants [33,45]. From Table 3 it
can be seen that on average the surfactant had an equatorial radius
of 65 Å and a polar radius of 28 Å. The calculated tip-to-toe length
of this molecule is  63 Å, this therefore suggests that the molecule
is fully extended at the extreme equatorial axis, but coiled at the
extreme polar axis. This coiling has been previously observed using
SANS in surfactants containing polyoxyethylene groups [46],
therefore is likely to occur with the oligomeric acrylamide
moieties.
The different aggregate structures can be explained by consideration of the surfactant packing parameter argument (Eq. (6)):

PC ¼ v =ðao lc Þ

ð6Þ
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where v is volume of the hydrophobic tail, ao is head group area and
lc is the length of the hydrophobic chain. For each surfactant the tail
volume and length effectively remains the same and the only factor
changing is predominantly the head group area. As expected, the
molecule with the largest headgroup (DynaxTM DX2200) formed
ellipsoidal micelles, and the molecule with the smallest head group
(CapstoneTM 1157) formed larger lamellar aggregates. Overall, three
different self-assembled structures were observed for the three different fluorinated surfactants, highlighting how a change of surfactant headgroup can vastly affect self-assembly structure.

4. Conclusions
There are clear incentives to move away from the use of industrial fluorocarbon (FC) surfactants [3,9–13,47]. However, to practically achieve this, there must be an understanding of the important
bulk and surface properties of these surfactants as both single and
multi-component systems. Here, three typical industrial FC
surfactants used in fire-fighting have been characterised by surface
tension, fluorescence probe studies, neutron reflection and smallangle neutron scattering, so that links can be made between their
structures and respective bulk and interfacial performance.
As expected, all surfactants have very low limiting surface tensions, with the lowest being observed for the zwitterionic surfactant (cCMC = 15.6 mN m1). Comparisons in limiting surface
tension and critical micelle concentrations (CMC) between partially fluorinated surfactants in this study and fully fluorinated surfactants (sodium perfluorooctanoate (NaPFO) [28]) have been
made (Tables 1 and S8), with clear differences being noted. It
was interesting to note the differences in surface activity between
the zwitterionic surfactant CapstoneTM 1157 and the anionic surfactant DynaxTM DX1030. Although they both have the same tail structure, but only differ in head group, the zwitterionic surfactant has a
CMC  6 times lower and a cCMC  4 mN m1 lower than the anionic surfactant. These results show how considerable changes in the
interfacial properties of surfactants result from changes in surfactant chemical structure.
In depth analysis of the surface tension data using the Gibbs
adsorption isotherm was prevented due to possible contamination
owing to the commercial nature of these surfactants. In an attempt
to circumvent this problem, neutron reflection was used to gain
understanding of the surface films, by determining parameters
such as surface excess and area per molecule. The range of surfactants used in this provided an easy to follow expected trend, the
largest area per molecule (Acmc ) was observed in the largest molecule non-ionic DynaxTM DX2200, and smallest Acmc in the smallest
molecule zwitterionic CapstoneTM 1157. Again it is interesting to
see the differences when comparing the zwitterionic to the anionic
surfactant. The charge on the anionic surfactant feeds through to
an increase of  12 Å2 in Acmc and a  1.2  106 mol m2 decrease
in Ccmc . Another important observation was that the monolayer
density of CapstoneTM 1157 appears to be comparable to that of a
single fluorocarbon chain ( 28 Å2) [37–39], suggesting that the
molecules are reaching the limit at which they can physically fit
at the air-water interface, further explaining why this molecule
has such a low value of ccmc ( 15.6 mN m1). Literature has been
produced on NaPFO [28,29,35] and although it was possible to
make comparisons between NaPFO and anionic DynaxTM DX1030/
CapstoneTM 1157, it was instructive to compare results from these
technical grade surfactants and literature standards. Dupont et al.
[33] carried out experiments on a novel FC telomer surfactant, similar to DynaxTM DX2200 used in this study, which was used for comparison. For practical applications, it is important to have an
understanding not only on the interfacial properties, but also bulk
properties. An understanding of the bulk properties is important
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because links between self-assembly and rheology (viscoelasticity)
can be made.
Through the use of small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) it has
been possible to explore self-assembly structures. The differences
observed in aggregation and self-assembly could be understood
in terms of the packing parameter (Eq. (6)). Large head group
surfactants (DynaxTM DX2200 and DynaxTM DX1030) resulted in
scattering consistent with spherical or ellipsoidal form factors,
whereas the small head group surfactant (CapstoneTM 1157) was
better described by a lamellar-type form factor. CapstoneTM 1157
has been noted to be the only surfactant to display a noticeable
increase of viscosity in solution, as previously reported by Kumar
et al. [42] with similar FC zwitterionic surfactants. By having this
understanding of how these surfactants self-assemble individually,
more complex studies can be proposed to model systems closer to
practical applications, i.e containing F/F Carbon or H/F Carbon surfactant mixtures.
This study has highlighted some of the important surfactant
properties for fire-fighting applications, notably for aqueous filmforming foams (AFFFs). Surfactants with low surface tensions and
CMCs are likely to perform better and provide a way of achieving
the desired interfacial properties. As well as this, results have
shown the sensitivity between the relationship of structure and
performance between surfactants with similar tail groups but different head groups. This emphasises how changes in head group
can feed through to a large difference in both bulk and surface
behaviour. In addition, it has been shown how lab-based tensiometric techniques are not always reliable for analysis of technical
grade FC surfactants. However, the utility of neutron reflection
for systems and studies of this kind has been demonstrated. These
results therefore provide important insight into structureperformance relationships in FC surfactants, and will point towards
new ways to design more environmentally benign and effective FC
surfactants in the future.
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